
 

 

  

 

In My Own Back Yard 
 

 

Greetings! 
A colleague sent news of a recent illegal tree cut on public lands.  According to a NEWS 2 
investigation conducted by Rebecca Collett tons of trees had been cut down and removed from the 
Francis Marion National Forest in South Carolina. Her report was published on December 21, 
2017. The thieves have yet to be found and the extent of the damage in loss of  
revenue for the government and in unplanned harvesting is still unknown and may never be 
completely discovered.   
 
The Francis Marion National Forest is located northeast of Charleston, SC. It 
is named for revolutionary war hero Francis Marion, who was known to the 
British as the Swamp Fox because he hit and fought in the swamps of this 
forest. The forest includes 258,864 acres divided into four officially designated 
wilderness areas that are part of the National Wilderness Preservation 
System. Each area is unique in its own way and provides a variety of services 
to the public including hiking, camping, and just the enjoyment of nature. 
 
In 1989 the forest was nearly destroyed by Hurricane Hugo. Only the young 
growth survived the storm and its aftermath, so today most trees in the forest 
are young by some standards.    
 

In the light of that history, this recent news is especially 
disheartening. 
 
According to the report, NEWS 2 received a tip that the 
program of logging trees was being 
mismanaged. The tip said that contracts for harvesting the 
trees that are designed to ensure the continued health of 
the forest as well as supplying cash to pay for government 
services was being handled in an over-all "hands off" 
approach by those responsible for forestry management. 
 
Apparently, employees first noticed and reported their 
suspicions as early as 2008. Then, in 2012, an agency 
audit identified discrepancies in reporting. However, it 
wasn't until 2013 before a formal, internal review spotted 
falsified reports on the logging program and missing 

inspections of contractor logging activities and a general lack of clearly implemented and monitored 
processes. 
 
The investigation ran into several roadblocks, as is generally the case for any forestry theft. To 
further complicate matters in this case, it became difficult to investigate for two reasons - 
documentation and lack of manpower.   Per the report by Collett and NEWS 2, "Once the internal 
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investigation began, investigators noted documents started disappearing. Ultimately the 
investigation found the contracts between the Forest Service and the loggers weren't being 
enforced, and hundreds of trees were being harvested without being paid for." 
 
Staff found at least six sites that were impacted, but lack of resources kept them from being 
thoroughly investigated. The 2013 report noted overloaded logging trucks of trees being removed 
without being weighed. But it was difficult to determine the full extent of the damage without 
manpower. 
 
This time, instead of attack by nature, the Francis Marion National Forest was under attack by 
thieves combined with incompetence or even collusion with internal staff; there wasn't enough 
evidence to support criminal charges. Employees and loggers involved were handled internally. 
One logger paid  
roughly $11,000 in fines. Few of the staff 
involved in the timber program at the time 
are still there according to the forest 
service.  
 
According to locals, the forest looks 
worse than it did after Hurricane Hugo. 
Roads are closed because they haven't 
been maintained around the forest. The 
revenue from the sale of the trees is used 
to maintain the forest and road 
maintenance. 
 
Since this case, further revenue was delayed as timber harvests were stopped to reevaluate the 
program and hire new staff. The District Ranger and staff are committed to implementing the new 
Forest Plan per the official statement given to NEWS 2. Logging has only recently resumed. 
According to the report, the impact on the health of the forest will last five decades. 
 
This case brings several issues to my mind, and probably to yours as well. 
 
1. It doesn't matter whether the revenue is from for-profit timber businesses or government land, 
the revenue from the sale of timber is needed for not only income but also for maintaining the 
health of the forest to ensure further benefit for stakeholders in the future. Thieves rob the future. 
 
2. Managing a large forest takes good processes and oversight to ensure those processes are 
followed. It doesn't matter how good the plan if no one follows it. 
 
3. Much of the damage in this case could have been stopped sooner if there had been an 
investigation in 2008 when some employees first voiced their suspicions. Employees and neighbors 
are the single biggest source of reporting theft. Don't ignore them. 
 
4. It is difficult to detect the theft in very large forests and even more difficult to determine the extent 
of damage after the fact. A successful prosecution for criminal charges can be nearly impossible for 
a wide variety of reasons. Generally the fines are much, much less than the cash they got from 
their thievery, and the defendant may never be able to pay anyway, not to mention that the 
company is out the legal fees as well. For all those reasons, most companies refuse to 
prosecute.  Without that, the thieves have little to lose.  
 
It can happen to you....in your own back yard. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

 



Aaron 
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